Abstract. The theory of regular conditional probability is generalized by replacing a probability measure by a (perhaps non-o--finite) outer measure and a resulting measure is obtained on the product space. A Fubini-like theorem is obtained for the integrable functions of this measure and a condition is given for this measure to impart the topological properties of being inner regular and almost Lindelöf to the product space when the component spaces also have these topological properties. Thus some theorems for the Morse-Bledsoe product measure [1] are generalized by methods very similar to those used in their paper on product measures [1] .
Introduction. By replacing a regular conditional probability with a regular conditional measure we obtain a means to generate a measure on a product space which is more general than product measure. As a matter of fact, product measure may be viewed as a special case of this construction. It therefore seems natural to ask which theorems in the theory of product measure have analogues in this new setting. Some of the most general results on product measures are contained in the Morse-Bledsoe paper (hereafter referred to as PM). We find that by only slightly modifying their proofs, many of their theorems carry over immediately.
Throughout this paper R = MxN isa fixed product space, p is an outer measure on M and 0t is a family of subsets of A'. IA is the indicator (or characteristic function) of the set A and o'S is the union ({JBeg ß) of the family (S. We assume o& e Si.
A regular conditional measure v is defined as a function onMx^ such that (1) for each x e M, v(x, •) is an outer measure under which the members of ¿% are measurable, and (2) for each ß e M the function v( ■, ß) on M is p integrable (i.e., j" v(x, ß)p dx -¿ oo). For such a regular conditional measure (rcm) v we call a rectangle a x ß basic provided Ia(x)v(x, ß)p dx < oo and a is p measurable and ß e &.
A set C^R is called a nilset provided
Ic(x, y)v(x, ■) dyp dx = 0.
We let !F = {C : C is a basic rectangle, or C is a nilset}, and take t to be the function on !F such that t(C) = 7c(x, y)v(x, ■) dyp dx. We shall make implicit use of the following lemma in the proofs of several theorems. Lemma . If Se 3^ then as a function of x, J" Is(x, y)v(x, ■ ) dy is p. measurable and equal to v(x, S), and Is(x, y) is a v(x, ■) measurable function for p almost all x.
In the remainder of the paper, we assume S% is a subtractable (i.e., ß -ß'eM whenever ß e 0t and ß' e 01). As a consequence 01 is also intersective (i.e., ß n ß' e 01 whenever ß e 0t and ß' e 01). 
IfSe^then<p(S)^T(S).
4. IfT^S and S is a nilset then t(T)=0 and 7 is a nilset. 5. If A is p. measurable and Be 01, and Se& then (A x B) n S e J5". The arbitrary nature of r assures us that <KT) = <t>(TS) + <f>(T-S). Thus with the help of 1.4 and 1.5 we infer
2. Topological measures. We now assume that Jt is a topology (family of open sets) on M and Jf is a topology on N and that 3~ is the product topology (of M and Jf) on R. We further assume that the members of J( are p. measurable and that the members of Jf are v(x, ■ ) measurable for each x e M. Our purpose is to demonstrate that when certain topological properties are possessed by p. and v they are passed on to <£.
We begin by defining these properties in a general setting. Suppose S is a topological space with y being its family of open sets, and let «/« be a measure on S for which the open sets are measurable.
y is said to be almost Lindelöf (a.L.) provided that from each covering of S by open sets a countable subfamily can be extracted which covers almost all of S. Sf is inner regular (i.r.) provided each open set can be approximated in measure by closed subsets of finite measure, i.e., for each Te Sf, t(T) = sup <A(C).
Ccl,»(0< oo;Cclosed When these properties are applied to -A^ it is implied that they hold under each of the measures v(x, ■), (xe M). For each y e í^'í let a" be the member of JÍ for which y = ay xyt and take ê -n «y.
(2) * -U n; A = f xi).
Note that teteJt and complete the proof in Step 4 below by verifying that p(£,A) = 0and ¿;<=A'.
Step 1. Aca^i.
Proof. A= U Orxyjcr |J (avXy¡) = U y = asr;.
Are/? 2. v(?, 77) > r.
Proof. Use (2) and (1).
Step 3. 0(A-7) = O. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use From (3), (5), and (2) we infer <f>(Sx) < rß and </>(Sa) < rß and from (4) that </>(S2) = 0. 
